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CSCTF Status  

EMU CSC ME1/1 Meeting, 14 March 2010 

● Firmware update 
● Monitoring update 
● CSCTF timing 
● PtLUTs update 
● CSC/DT overlap region 
● Upgraded study 
● Conclusion  

Anna Kropivnitskaya on behalf of CSCTF: 

D. Acosta, E. Berry, I. Furic, J. Gartner, K. Kotov,  
G.P. Di Giovanni, M. Fisher, A. Madorksy, M. Mateev,  

P. Padley, L. Redjimi, B. Scurlock, L. Uvarov  
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Firmware Update 

Monday 1st Feb we deployed a new SP firmware at P5: 

•  Halo delay finally working 
•  All halos sent to a specific output link (#3)  
•  Independent halo rate monitor 
•  CSC Elog 162860 
•  allows the unpacker to associate the LCTs to the halo candidate  
  (there are evidences with recent data that it is not working properly  
     -> under investigation)   

Halo delay = 0 BX Halo delay = 3 BXs 

3 BXs 



Firmware Update 

Wednesday 27th Jan a new MS firmware at P5 was deployed: 

•   Tracks Rate counter has been added to calculate trigger rate 
for the four copper cables of MS output. 
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✓ The firmware with cancelation of garbled (new data format) tracks 
    is being tested at Bldg 904 



Monitoring Update 
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•  MS monitoring panel: 
•  Muon Sorter monitoring trigger rate panel has been implemented to  
CSC-TF software and it’s running successfully at 904. 

•  Will be implemented to P5 and WBM next week. 

Trigger rate  
input to GMT 

MS: sorts the best four muons which comes from the SP send it to GMT  

The sorting based on 7-bit "rank“  
(Pt & Quality)  

Laria Redjimi 



Data Transmission from MS to GMT 
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Data set: MinimumBias/BeamCommissioning09  
•   Rice Skim for two runs: 123596 && 124024 

Procedure:  
•  We compared bit by bit for each candidate/event between  
  MS output to GMT input.  

Packed Eta: MS vs. GMT Packed Phi: MS vs. GMT 

Packed Pt: MS vs. GMT 

Very good agreement 

Laria Redjimi 



Data Transmission from MS to GMT  (Cont…) 
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Packed Quality: MS vs. GMT Packed charge: CSC vs. GMT 

wrong interpretation charge value  
at MS or GMT ??  

Will be implemented to L1 trigger online DQM ASAP 

wrong interpretation for quality bit  
at GMT ??  

it’s under investigation!! 

Laria Redjimi 



Minimum Bias 2009 
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DATASET: /MinimumBias/BeamCommissioning09-Muon_skim-Dec19thSkim_336p3_v1/RAW-RECO 

2759 events: 

  1682 tracker muons 
  85 standalone muons 
  140 global muons 
   (useful for PT assignment checks) 

Mode 11: single LCT trigger  
  (de-activated after run 123997) 
Mode 15: halo candidates 
Mode 2 → 10, 12→14: coincidence triggers 

Most of the event with |η| ≥ 2.1 

Useful to check the quality re-definition 



2. Select one endcap (in our case plus) for tag and the other for probe (in our case minus) 
3. Look for a CSCTF halo trigger matching the standalone leg in tag endcap 

4. if CSCTF halo candidate found 
•  NTot++ 
5. Look for a CSCTF halo trigger matching the standalone leg in probe endcap: 

•  NTrig++ → 

“Tag-And-Probe” Method: 

1. Identify muons crossing both endcaps 

•  2 standalone legs with ΔR<0.5 
   (loose cut to account for magnetic field bending) 

ε= NTrig/NTot 

Halo Efficiency 
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Gian Piero Di Giovanni  



•  Rough and quick estimation sector-by-sector: ~90% efficient 

Halo Efficiency 

9 We will analyze with new data  

Gian Piero Di Giovanni  



CSCTF Timing Analysis 
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•  Run 130298 (Beam Halo 2010)  
•  This is for the downstream endcap by asking that there are two halo     
   triggers and looking for the later one 
•  good timing is observed (error bars are under investigation) 

Chamber ID Chamber ID 

BX
 

BX
 

Joe Gartner 



Quality Assignment in CSCTF 
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CSCTF “standard” quality definition for |η|<2.1: 
 Q1: halo, singles and coincidence with no ME1 stub 
 Q2: 2 stations track with ME1 
 Q3: 3 or 4 station tracks with ME1 

Wesley requested a quality re-assignment for tracks with |η|≥2.1 

CSCTF new quality definition for |η|≥2.1: 
 Q1: halo, singles 
 Q2: any 2 stations track 
 Q3: any 3 or 4 station track 

The quality re-assignment worked as expected 
New PtLUTs has new Quality assignment now 

Gian Piero Di Giovanni  



New PtLUTs study: Likelihood for 2 and 3 Station Methods  
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 ● The previous study  was done in 2001 (CMS Note 2001/033) 
     - it used Likelihood method with simple  parameterization of  
       Δφ12 and Δφ23 shapes (~ 1/pT, failed at low pT) 

● The new method 
     - it uses Likelihood method with more detailed parameterization of 
       Δφ12 and Δφ23 shapes (especially at low pT) 

     - it is based on official detailed Monte Carlo 2009 
        /SingleMuonPlusOneOverPt_NewField/Summer09-MC_31X_V8-v1/ 
        GEN-SIM-DIGI-RAW-RECO 
                   - 1/pT spectrum 
                   - new B-field mapping 

Anna Kropivnitskaya 



PtLUTs Likelihood Method 
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✓  We have generated a new PtLUT and test on 
 - official MC from the L1 DPG 
 - “Super Pointing” muons from CRAFT 09 

✓  The new PtLUT shows improvements for (see next slide): 
         ✓ Quality 3 muons with low pT (pT < 5 GeV)  
         ✓ Quality 1 muons in all η bins 
         ✓ muons in  the overlap region (DT-ME) for Quality 1, 2 and 3 
     ✓ equivalent performances in the other regions 

✓  PtLUTs based on Likelihood method  
              - are uploaded at Point 5 (4 March 2010) 
              - O2O is ready and will be implemented in CMSSW_3_6_X 
              - check pt assignment with new collision data 

✓ The latest PtLUTs information you could find at twiki page: 

                    https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/PtLUTs 



PtLUTs Likelihood Method: Performance 
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3 5 

Quality 3 : 3 stations including ME1 for 1.2 < |η| < 2.1  

5 

Quality 1: 2 stations  
without ME1 for 1.2 < |η| < 2.1  

Quality 3 in overlap  
region ME-DT 

- old Likelihood method 2001 
- new Likelihood method 

Anna Kropivnitskaya 



✓ Use a separate “tuning” sample of single muon gun events 
–  Sort each muon in the tuning sample into the pT bins used by 

the CSCTF, using GEN pT 
–  For each LUT address, determine the most likely pT bin 
–  Test on MC from the L1 DPG 
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Data-driven Method: Preliminary Results 

PtLUTs for the Data-driven Method are in progress (almost finalized)  

Preliminary results 
of Data-driven method 

Edmund Berry 



0° 

+15° 

-15° 

CSC- φ 

(-28° < DT- φ < +28°) 

315° 

   No DT information at  
every orange cone because 
the DT-CSC geometry design.  

~7° 

  DT-chambers are out of the  
sectors boundaries  by ~1/3  
of the chamber size implies  
DT inefficient by  ~11%  
for each csc-sector  (contains two 
dt-sectors) in the overlap region. 
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CSC/DT Φ  OVERLAP REGION 

Efficiency improvement in overlap region possible after upgrade 

Laria Redjimi 



Upgraded Study 
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✓ A first version of the Phase 1 upgraded Sector Processor core logic  
   has been released and is currently being integrated into CMSSW  
  (Matt Fisher, Bobby Scurlock):  
        - The upgraded logic will be able to handle all 18 candidates from the TMB,  
           which is necessary to not lose efficiency at high luminosities. 

✓ The model of the firmware for an upgraded CSCTF with capability  
    for SLHC occupancy has been written.  
        - It has been implemented in the CMSSW simulation and is now 
          being debugged.  

✓ A new tool to translate the CSCTF Verilog firmware into suitable C++ for   
   the simulation is in progress (Alex Madorsky). 
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Conclusion  
● Firmware is updated 
   - All halos sent to a specific output link (#3) 
    - MS Tracks Rate counter for each copper cable. 
● Monitoring panel for Trigger rate of CSCTF output will be  
    available next week at P5 and WBM 
● CSCTF timing is studied  
● new PtLUTs are generated, tested and uploaded at Point 5 
● Upgrade study in progress 

Near term plan: 
● Study of the beam halo for the timing 
● Adjust DATA-EMU comparison for trigger shifts (needs O2O) 
● Improve alarm system (trigger supervisor) for CSCTF at Point 5 
● Check new PtLUTs at Point 5 with coming data 
● Study the CSC trigger performance with collision muons  
● Measure trigger rates/cross sections for the various  
    track qualities and as a function of eta  
● New plots will be added to online L1DQM for data transmission 
   from CSCTF to GMT 
● Quarkonia group is asking to help them estimate the xsec of CSC triggers  
   (including singles) from the 2009 data. To be used in estimating the rate  
   of dimuon triggers at 7 TeV (with some extrapolation).  
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Backup slides 



Event Selection 
DATASET: /MinimumBias/BeamCommissioning09-Muon_skim-Dec19thSkim_336p3_v1/RAW-RECO 

3 G.P. Di Giovanni, UF 

from DPGAnalysis.Skims.CSCSkim_cfi import cscSkim 

process.cscSkimLower = cscSkim.clone() 

#set to minimum activity 
process.cscSkimLower.minimumSegments = 1 
process.cscSkimLower.minimumHitChambers = 1 

process.cscSkim = cms.Path(process.cscSkimLower) 

process.primaryVertexFilter = cms.EDFilter("GoodVertexFilter", 
                                                                        vertexCollection=cms.InputTag('offlinePrimaryVertices'), 
                                                                        minimumNumberOfTracks = cms.uint32(3) , 
                                                                        maxAbsZ = cms.double(15), 
                                                                        maxd0 = cms.double(2)) 

process.scraping = cms.EDFilter("FilterOutScraping", 
                                                      applyfilter = cms.untracked.bool(True), 
                                                      debugOn = cms.untracked.bool(True), 
                                                      numtrack = cms.untracked.uint32(10), 
                                                      thresh = cms.untracked.double(0.2)) 

process.PVNS = cms.Path(process.primaryVertexFilter+process.scraping); 

1.  CSC Skim for minimum activity 

2.  Skim for collision events 

Skim available on castor: /castor/cern.ch/user/d/deisher/cscskim_minbias_dec19_336p3_muonskim/
merged_files_collisioncands.root 

Amanda Deisher’s (UCLA) Skim: 

Detailed info at https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/Main/CSCHaloFinder 

L1 Trigger DPG Meeting 



Halo Efficiency (II) 

14 G.P. Di Giovanni, UF 

•  Rough and quick estimation sector-by-sector: ~90% efficient 
•  Not meant to be super-precise, but to give a quick feedback if something was wrong 

To Do: 
•  Look at CosmicMuonBkg dataset (more stats) 
•  Separate beam 1 from beam 2 cases 
•  Estimate % of halo candidates passing the two endcaps  

L1 Trigger DPG Meeting 
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Old Method 

 ● The previous study  was done in 2001 (CMS Note 2001/033) 
 ●  Main features of the paper for 3 Station method: 
    ● Δφ12 and Δφ23 are calculated and parameterized with  
       the function µij(pt) = Aij/pt  (ij = 12 or 23) (1) for each η bin 
       likelihood function is plotted for them: 

● pt is found by solving equation: ∂ln(L)/∂pt = 0, using assumptions: 
    1. ρ = 0.6 = constant                           (2) 
    2. cij = σij/µij = constant (pt)              (3) 
=> Quadratic equation => pt = maximum solution of this equation  

✓ Code of this study is not available 
✓ values μ12 and μ23  and the corresponding sigmas σ12 and σ23
failed to parameterize in low PT region (~ 5 GeV) 

New study is needed to have possibility to improve ptLUTs 
               and make tune to the DATA 



New PtLUTs study: Likelihood for 2 and 3 Station Methods  

 ● Mean values μ12 and μ23  and their sigma σ12 and σ23, extracted  
    from the Gauss fit of the Δϕ12 and  Δϕ23 distributions  
    correspondingly, are parameterized with smooth functions:  

● Correlation ρ between Δϕ12 and  Δϕ23  is calculated and  
   parameterized with smooth function:  

● pt is found solving equation: ∂ln(L)/∂pt = 0 numerically and ∂2ln(L)/∂2pt > 0.  

● pt = (maximum solution of this equation)*1.2   
   1.2 (20%) correction is taking to have efficiency > 90% in CSCTF triggering                                                                                          

23 
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Monte Carlo 

● Official sample is used in this analysis: 

    /SingleMuonPlusOneOverPt_NewField/Summer09-MC_31X_V8-v1/ 
    GEN-SIM-DIGI-RAW-RECO 

● Some definition: 

    Quality = 3: 
                   track has 3 Stations including ME1 for |η| <2.1
                  track has 3 Stations for |η| > 2.1        
    Quality = 2:      
                   track has 2 Stations including ME1 
    Quality = 1: 
                   track has 2 Stations without ME1  

Efficiency is calculated for the following thresholds:3, 5, 10, 20 and 40 GeV 



New LUT performance in 
CRAFT 09 
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OLD 

NEW 

Quality 1 Quality 2 Quality 3 



Tuning sample details 

  60M events (2M for each pT bin) of flat pT, flat η 
single mu- particle gun 

  CMSSW 3_2_4, MC_31X_V8 
  New magnetic field mapping: 

-  “Configuration/StandardSequences/python/
MagneticField_38T_ToscaMap090322_cff” 

  Generated and stored at FNAL 
  Possibility of using data in the future 
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